
Surety Products 
Federated Insurance and its subsidiaries have an extensive  
offering of bonding products to meet our client’s needs.

Contract Bonds

	■ Bid Bonds

	■ Payment Bonds

	■ Performance Bonds

	■ Supply Bonds

	■ Maintenance Bonds

Commercial Services Bonds

	■ ATM Bonds

	■ Fuel Tax Bonds

	■  Hunting and Fishing License Bonds

	■ License Bonds

	■ Lost Instrument Bonds

	■ Lottery Bonds

	■ Motor Vehicle Dealer Bonds

	■ Notary Bonds

	■ Official Bonds — Auto Tags or Taxes

	■ Permit-Type Bonds

	■ Precious Metal Bond

	■ Pre-Need Bonds

	■ Repairer Bonds

	■ Sales Tax Bonds

	■ Salesman Bonds 

	■ Tax Bonds 

	■ Tire/Waste Hauler Bonds

	■ Title Bonds

	■ Utility Bonds 

	■ Vehicle Verifier Bonds

	■ Wage and Welfare Bonds

Association Partnerships

  

C O V E R A G E S

BONDING SERVICES
Experience the Federated Value Difference®

  1-800-533-0472        federatedinsurance.com

Contact your Federated Marketing 
Representative to discuss your bonding needs.

STRATEGIC PARTNERS
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Federated assists our clients with their surety needs by providing timely, efficient bonding services backed by financial strength 
and personal service. Our surety specialists offer creative thinking and flexibility. We strive to find ways to help our clients — 
and this sets us apart from the rest.  

Personal Service

Federated not only offers competitively priced surety 
products, we also provide access to a knowledgable staff of 
professionals ready to answer your questions and handle 
your bonding needs. 

Prompt Delivery

Working directly with us allows for a more cohesive 
approach to your surety needs. We provide prompt service 
to meet your needs in a timely manner. 

Quality Service at a Fair Cost 

Clients often tell us that quality service is more important 
than pricing. Nonetheless, it’s important to match our 
product pricing with our clients’ financial strength and 
experience. This is why Federated will customize your  
rates to reflect your business finances and your 
marketplace expertise.

Financial Strength

Federated is one of the nation’s largest mutual insurance 
companies with more than $9 billion in assets and more 
than $4 billion in policyholder surplus. Independent 
industry analyst A.M. Best® has rated Federated A+ 
(Superior), confirming our financial strength. This stability 
allows us to offer bonding you can trust.

Specialized Surety

Our specialized surety departments are knowledgeable in 
the products your industry needs. Our commercial services 
bonding specialists are located in Minnesota, and our 
contract bonding specialists are located in Oklahoma.

Contact your Federated marketing  
representative for more information.

Coverage will be determined solely by the provisions of the bond, if 
approved for issue. The contents of this publication are intended for general 
information purposes only and should not be construed as coverage, legal, 
tax, or financial advice with respect to specific facts or circumstances. 
Please consult with a qualified professional when you have detailed 
questions regarding the topics in this brochure.


